SUMMARY Feature transformation in automatic text classification (ATC) can lead to better classification performance. Furthermore dimensionality reduction is important in ATC. Hence, feature transformation and dimensionality reduction are performed to obtain lower computational costs with improved classification performance. However, feature transformation and dimension reduction techniques have been conventionally considered in isolation. In such cases classification performance can be lower than when integrated. Therefore, we propose an integrated feature analysis approach which improves the classification performance at lower dimensionality. Moreover, we propose a multiple feature integration technique which also improves classification effectiveness.
Introduction
Automatic text classification (ATC) is a task that involves high dimensional space, which needs feature selection and reduction. Feature extraction and reduction are also important research areas in pattern recognition and in other related fields. The main advantages of feature selection and reduction include the use of smaller amounts of features, hence lower computational complexity. Other advantages include the use of fewer features in relation to sample size, leading to more accurate density estimation and higher classification performance.
In ATC, the high dimensionality problem is the result of the increase in the number of words. This increase goes along with increase in the dimensionality to use in the classification process. For instance, in this work the dimensionality of feature vectors in all utilized articles from the Reuters-21578 corpus amounted to 24,868 words. Such a high dimensional feature space needs large amounts of calculation resources and memory storage capacity for processing and classification.
In order to solve this problem, dimension reduction is required. Preferably, the process of dimension reduction should not lower the classification performance. In ATC, various dimension reduction techniques are used. Conven- tionally, most are used in isolation. Frequently, the dimensionality reduction technique that has been conventionally used is the latent semantic indexing (LSI) [1] . In recent years, some works have applied principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality [2] . However, it has been noted that PCA [3] and LSI [4] ignore category specific information. Since PCA maximizes the total scatter across all classes, it can result in retention of non-discriminative information. To acquire more discriminative information, it can be desirable to apply canonical discriminant analysis (CDA) to fewer extracted components. Nevertheless, the direct application of CDA can lead to a singularity problem of the within-class scatter matrix. Meanwhile transformed features in ATC can yield better classification performance. It is therefore desirable to perform feature transformation to improve class document separability.
We therefore propose an approach called integrated feature analysis (IFA) which includes the normalization of absolute word frequency to relative frequency and power transformation, PCA and CDA in an integrated combination approach.
Moreover, we propose multiple features integration (MFI) to improve class document separability. We integrate features at the lowest dimensionality possible. In so doing, we improve the classifier's efficiency while improving classification effectiveness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methodological framework. Section 3 explains some implementation issues including the classification experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework. In Sect. 4, we discuss the experimental results. Section 5 gives a survey of related works. Finally, a summary and future research possibilities are given in Sect. 6.
Integrated Feature Analysis (IFA)
This section describes techniques on which the proposed approach is based. We name this framework the integrated feature analysis (IFA). This includes the descriptions of the multiple feature integration (MFI). ious techniques such as feature transformation, dimension reduction techniques and the integration of multiple features to generate composite features. By considering the techniques together, we achieve a better optimization of class separability than when they are considered in isolation. We provide an overview of the feature transformations, principal components analysis (PCA) and canonical discriminant analysis (CDA).
We then introduce a novel technique in this domain, which we call multiple feature integration (MFI). After integrating all the other techniques, we use CDA on fewer extracted features. An overview of the proposed approach is given in Fig. 1 , which shows the general steps of the IFA. We discuss step 1 and 2 in Sect. 2.2.
The aim of applying PCA in step 3 is to solve the problem of singularity of the within-class scatter matrix, which can result from a smaller sample size than the vocabulary list.
Step 4 uses fewer dominant components obtained from step 3. Therefore, while extracting fewer features for the classification system, the document class separability and the computation efficiency can be improved.
Note that, step 3 and 4 cannot be interchanged because CDA is vulnerable to the singularity problem. On the other hand, PCA has a limitation of retaining non-discriminative information. Thus, interchanging them may lower classification performance. Also, it is noteworthy that instead of PCA other dimension reduction techniques that do not suffer from the singularity problem can be plugged in. A technique such as latent semantic indexing (LSI) can be a good candidate to use. Similarly class discriminative techniques such as nonparametric discriminant analysis can be used instead of CDA. In the following subsections we discuss our approach in more detail.
Feature Vector Generation and Transformation
The first step is to generate feature vectors to represent the textual documents. Let us consider a set of N sample texts, χ = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N } with n-dimensional text space. In addition, let us assume that every textual document belongs to one of the C classes {ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω C }. Each text can be represented as a feature vector X which can be denoted as
Where, n is dimensionality (lexicon size), x i is the frequency value of i th word and T refers to the transpose of a vector. It is clear that the feature vectors generated in this way are absolute term frequencies.
Feature transformation in step 2 of Fig. 1 , refers to normalization of absolute term frequency to relative frequency and power transformation. These are defined in this subsection. In our approach, feature transformations are performed to minimize problems that can be encountered during classification. Specifically, we transform absolute word frequency to relative word frequency (RF) to solve the problem of dependency on text length as follows.
It follows that n i=1 y i = 1. Therefore, the problem of dependency on text length within a class is solved.
After obtaining RF, the document sample distribution may still be skewed. This may lead to generation of classification errors. This is even more problematic for classifiers such as linear or quadratic classifiers, which are typically designed for Gaussian distributions. Hence, with the purpose of obtaining Gaussian-like distribution, power transformation is performed as follows.
This transformation generates Gaussian-like sample distribution, leading to better classification performance. Further details of the power transformation technique are found in [5] .
Dimension Reduction by Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
As noted in Sect. 1, the problem of high dimensional space after feature transformations remains. To solve the problem we apply principal component analysis [3] . For the convenience of the reader, a short review is given as follows. From the set of training documents χ = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N } the total covariance matrix Σ of the training sample is computed as
Where, M is the total mean vector of the training sample. Corresponding eigenvalues λ i and eigenvectors Φ i are obtained by the definition:
provided that λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n . Using eigenvectors corresponding to the m(m ≤ n) largest eigenvalues, principal components z i are defined by the linear transformation
The reduced dimension of feature vectors can be obtained from m principal components selected to compose mdimensional feature space.
Dimension Reduction by Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA)
One of the drawbacks of PCA is to ignore category specific information. Because, it maximizes the total scatter across all classes (i.e. total covariance matrix), resulting in retention of non-discriminative information.
To avoid rank deficiency and singularity problems after reducing the dimensionality using PCA, we use the appropriate amount of features to which canonical discriminant analysis (CDA) is applied. CDA considers category specific information by using the between-class and the within-class scatter matrices that generalize Eq. (6) as defined by
where S B and S W are between-class and within-class covariance matrices, respectively. Their definitions follow such that
and
where the mean vector for each class M j is defined by
N j and χ j refer to the number of documents and the set of text samples in a particular class w j respectively. The other symbols mean the same as defined before. The canonical discriminants z i can be obtained using Eq. (7). As we assumed that there are C classes in the data collection, it is noteworthy that since S B results from the sum of C matrices and each matrix is of rank 1 or less, then S B is of rank C − 1. Therefore, there are at most C − 1 nonzero generalized eigenvalues and their vectors. This implies that C − 1 dimensional space or less might give highest classification performance.
Multiple Feature Integration (MFI)
Multiple feature integration (MFI) refers to the integration of multiple features to generate composite features that give higher classification effectiveness. The objective is to improve the separability between class documents by integrating features using the concept from set theory commonly known as the union of sets. By suitably integrating reduced transformed and reduced term weighted features, we can achieve improved separability of class documents.
As noted in Sect. 2.4, the rank of the between-class matrix leads to C −1 dimensional space that gives higher classification performance. This means the dimensionality highly depends on the number of classes available. This might not be satisfactory. It is an unsatisfactory condition because the separability may not be brought to maximum level. In other words, classification effectiveness might not necessarily be improved to 100%. This implies that there is room for improvement. As one way of improving the situation, we propose multiple feature integration (MFI).
More formally, for the purpose of describing this technique let us assume that there are two feature vectors called weighted term frequency by inverse document frequency (TFIDF) and non-weighted term frequency (TF). The TF features may be transformed as described in Sect. 2.2. Furthermore, let us assume that PCA has been performed, and we can denote such feature vectors as
for the TF features. The TFIDF weighted document features can be expressed as
Assume that ⊕ represents the union of two vectors. The combination of these document features can be expressed as the union of the two as
. Where X t f refers to the non-weighted term frequency features, which can be the absolute term frequency (AF) or the power transformed features (PT) or the relative term frequency (RF) or the relative term frequency followed by power transformation (RFPT). The feature vectors to be selected for the integration should be those achieving the highest classification performances. Similarly, X w should be from the feature vectors namely TFIDF.
The reason for the improved class document separability is that the integrated composite feature CF combines the discriminative information from both TF and TFIDF. Specifically, RFPT is advantageous, because it has no dependency on document length and its sample distribution has the properties of Gaussian-like distribution (recall from Sect. 2.2). The TFIDF discriminative information lies in the fact that it assigns a high degree of importance to terms that occur in only a few documents of the text data set. We use this technique i.e., MFI to generate composite features to improve classification effectiveness. We verify the impact of MFI in Sect. 4.2.
Advantages of IFA
We state various advantages in this Subsection. These can also be regarded as the reasons for the improved classification effectiveness.
There are various advantages for IFA. First, IFA uses transformed features which do not depend on textual document length; hence, within-class variability can be avoided. Second, as it is described in Sect. 2.2, transformed features provide a Gaussian-like sample distribution which improves the separability of documents by the classification system. Third, the singularity problem emanating from smaller sample size than its dimensionality is solved at the PCA stage.
The fourth advantage can be realized by improving the separability by applying CDA. This is applied to the dominant principal components rather than directly to the original features. Hence, numerical stableness and classifier's efficiency can be realized. The fifth advantage is brought by MFI. This improves further the class document separability. Moreover, MFI can incorporate new features other than from TFIDF and RFPT. The end result is improved classification performance. In short, it can be said that the limitations of each technique can be avoided by using IFA.
Experiments
This section gives an account on the implementation issues. Specifically, we describe the data for experiments, the adopted feature selection methods, the techniques used for dimension reduction, the classification process and the performance measures that we applied.
Data for Experiments
For effective evaluation of the proposed methods, a set of text data for category assignment is required. A benchmark collection for text categorization research called Reuters-21578 was used. This collection has been widely employed by other researchers too [6] - [12] . Reuters-21578 is composed of 21,578 articles, which are manually classified into 135 categories, and one textual document belongs to one or more categories. Hence it is both a multi-class and multilabel problem.
We used the ModApte Split, which contains 12,902 articles. In this split, the training set contains 9,603 documents. The test set contains 3,299 documents, and 8,676 documents are not used. ModApte Split is the most commonly used. In total, we used 115 categories in the experiments. We also use a 90 category set for further comparability. We report results of 90 categories in Table 1 only.
Lexicon Generation
In general, function words are not useful to represent document features discriminatingly. Therefore, before generating feature vectors, functional words and general words were removed with reference to a stop list prepared beforehand. This process reduces the features for the classification systems. This also reduces the amount of memory required for storage as well as processing time required by the classification systems.
Even when the stop list was used to remove useless words, many words remained. Hence, words with frequency value of 5 or less in all the training data were removed. The objective was to reduce further the remaining words. This removal of words reduced the lexicon size from 24868 to 7474. According to [1] , this word removal does not affect the classification performance.
Implementation on Dimension Reduction
As described in Sect. 3, PCA was used to reduce the dimensionality from 7474 to 1000 before the application of CDA. The dimensionality of 1000 was chosen based on the experiments which showed no classification performance improvement even when more features were added afterward. We use the feature vectors with 1000 dimensionality in the CDA algorithm. CDA with C classes gives at most C −1 nonzero generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We therefore chose the dimensionality in the experiments to be 114, when 115 categories are used. In the 90 category set 89 word features were used.
Classification and Performance Measures
Various classification methods have been proposed in the literature [1] , [2] , [8] , [9] , [13] . Among others, k nearest neighbor (kNN) is one of the best performers. The kNN algorithm rely on the concept that given a test document, the system finds the k nearest neighbors among the training documents to predict its category [13] .
Unlike other classification methods, kNN can easily handle both multi-class and multi-label problems simultaneously. Since the Reuters-21578 collection is both a multiclass and multi-label problem, kNN was used in the classification process. To determine the kNN, cosine similarity function was used in the experiments. The k value was experimentally varied from 1 until when the classifier could give more errors rather than improving the classification performance. The results reported in this paper are the highest in respective type of features.
We adopt the recall, precision and F-measure for the classification performance evaluation. These measures are regarded as standard evaluation methods for the classification systems in automatic text classification. The definitions of these measures can be found in [1] , [13] . Micro-averaging and macro-averaging strategies are usually adopted. For comparability with other previous works in the literature, we adopt micro-averaging strategy too.
Empirical Results
This section discusses the results of the experiments. For reasons of comparison, we also give results from term frequency weighted by inverse document frequency (TFIDF) as defined in [10] . The TFIDF results are presented without the transformations as is usually the case in the literature.
Unless otherwise stated, CDA is applied to 1000 principal components (PCs) of RFPT or TFIDF instead of to the direct application to the original features. The reason for choosing 1000 PCs is given in Sect. 3.3. It is also worth mentioning that results for 90 categories are only indicated in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows the F ratios of principal components (PCs) and canonical discriminants (CDs) for the between-class documents. This figure shows that CDs have significantly better separability than PCs. It is shown that RFPT has the highest F ratios implying better classification effectiveness than that of TFIDF.
The Impact of Integrated Feature Analysis
In Fig. 3 , we see that IFA considerably improves the classification performance. Note that for the PCs, we report the best classification performance at different dimensions. Another point of interest is that IFA performs better at the lowest dimensionality possible. Although TFIDF responded positively to canonical discriminant analysis, the RFPT gave better classification performance than TFIDF.
It is worth mentioning that the direct application of CDA to the original RFPT of 7474 dimensionality achieved 76.4% (micro-averaged F 1 ). This is significantly worse than with the application of PCA and CDA as well as their integration. This is because of rank deficiency and singularity problems emanating from sample size skewness in relation to high dimensional space. These problems occur when the sample size is smaller than the size of the feature vectors. Thus, the within-class covariance matrices are singular. These problems typically occur in text classification problems. The corpus such as Reuters-21578 contains a considerable number of classes with very small sample size Fig. 3 The effect of IFA. The features include Absolute term frequency (AF) using 500 PCs and 114 CDs; AF after power transformation (AFPT) using 1000 PCs and 114 CDs; Relative term frequency (RF) using 500 PCs and 114 CDs; RF after power transformation (RFPT) using 1000 PCs and 114 CDs; and term frequency weighted by inverse document frequency (TFIDF). TFIDF used 500 PCs and 114 CDs. Note that only the dimensions that gave higher results are considered here. compared to the feature vector dimensionality. Figure 4 gives the relationship between the dimensionality and the micro-averaged F-measure. The term dimensionality refers to the amount of features used. Comparisons of various data settings have been given. Similarly, it is clear that the IFA considerably improves the classification effectiveness. It can be noted that IFA effect is observably better especially at 114 dimensionality because of the effect of canonical discriminant analysis. It is noted that even when more features were added afterward there was no performance improvement. From Sect. 2.1, it can be recalled that CDA algorithm produces C − 1 nonzero generalized eigenvalues leading to equivalent dimensional space that gives the highest performance. This can be the explanation for performance after 114 dimensionality since we used 115 categories in the experiments as described in Sect. 3.3. 
The Impact of Multiple Feature Integration (MFI)
First of all we show the impact of MFI by giving an example in Fig. 5 . We observe that the classes in Fig. 5 (a) are difficult to discriminate. While in Fig. 5 (b) where MFI has been applied, the separability is clear such that the decision boundary can be easily determined. Hence, higher classification performance can be achieved. This indicates that MFI improves the separability between class documents.
We also did multiple feature integration (MFI) of the features called TFIDF and RFPT to generate composite features CF1 and CF2 in Fig. 6 . The composite features are defined by
CF1 : CD 144 (PC 1000 (T FIDF))
⊕ CD 114 (PC 1000 (RFPT )), (14) and CF2 : CD 114 (PC 1000 (T FIDF) ⊕ PC 1000 (RFPT )). (15) Where CD m (X) and PC m (X) denote m canonical discriminants and m principal components of feature X respectively. The symbol ⊕ represents the set union (see Sect. 2.5).
We compare the results from TFIDF, RFPT, and those Fig. 6 The impact of multiple feature integration. CF1 = composite feature by the set union of CDs of TFIDF and RFPT (classification at 114 * 2 dimensionality). CF2 = composite feature by the set union of PCs of TFIDF and RFPT followed by CDA (classification at 114 dimensionality).
from CF1 and CF2. In Fig. 6 , it can be seen that MFI significantly improves the classification performance. More importantly, the composite feature CF2 gives the highest performance (87.72% micro-averaged F 1 score at 114 dimensionality). This could be one of the highest score reported in the literature as far as kNN classification method and Reuters-21578's ModApte split is concerned. Table 1 summarizes some results found in the literature in comparison with results presented in this paper. It is also worth noting that most of the works in the literature and those in Table 1 represent textual documents using term weighted vectors commonly called TFIDF. Detailed definitions of the terminologies are given in the indicated references. It is observed that our framework is very effective. This is even obvious when the comparison is done with kNN as applied in our experiments. Therefore, it can be said that IFA improves classification performances.
Classifier's Efficiency Improvements
Nonparametric classifiers such as kNN may be slower if subjected to high dimensionality, which is always the case in automatic text classification. Nevertheless, the integration presented in this paper improved the classifier's efficiency with improved classification performance. Table 2 summarizes the time used for classification at different dimensionalities. The linear transformation column represents the time used to perform linear transformation defined by Eq. (7). It can be seen that the kNN time was reduced from 708.3 to 31.6 milliseconds per text, which is about 22 times faster than when using the all words. Similarly, the total time was reduced from 708.3 to 46.3 milliseconds per text, which is about 15 times faster. The encouraging thing is that this efficiency improvement goes along with better classification performance.
In this paper along with other things, we have demonstrated that in contrast to the conventional TFIDF as a way of generating feature vectors, RFPT in an integrated combination approach can be used and its performance exceeds that of its counterparts.
Related Works
As far as automatic text classification (ATC) is concerned, and to the best of our knowledge, the proposed integrations are not seen in the literature. Most ATC works consider various techniques in isolation. All in all, it is worth mentioning that there some works that used the length normalization and power law concepts [8] . However, we note that the approach of the concepts in [8] and ours are not identical. First, they used weighted vectors while we used absolute word frequency and its transformation. Second the length normalization they used is common in the literature and it is different from ours.
Furthermore, Rennie et al. [8] used the concept of power law distribution for the weighted vectors -based on choosing a value of a parameter d, which is added to the weighted vectors, then the result is transformed by computing its log value. In contrast, we use the power transformation on absolute word frequency and the relative word frequency.
The weighted vectors such as TFIDF has been conventionally borrowed (e.g. [1] , [8] ) from information retrieval (IR) and be applied to text classification problems. However, it is unclear whether it is the best choice to represent texts for machine learning systems. A theoretical analysis in [17] has shown that TFIDF is technically best for IR problems.
On the other hand, our approach simultaneously takes care of the problems of dependency on length and sample distribution (see Sects. 2 and 2.6 for the advantages). Furthermore, the problem of high dimensionality is solved in an integrated approach.
Recently, principal component analysis (PCA) has been applied to automatic text classification. This is contrary to the conventional dimension reduction method called latent semantic indexing (LSI) [1] , [4] . Lam and Lee [2] did experiments using PCA and neural networks. Among the compared feature reduction techniques, PCA was the best. In ATC, PCA has not been extensively studied in relation to transformed features and their integration.
PCA employs total scatter matrix, which can result in retention of non-discriminative information. Hence, it might be desirable to perform canonical discriminant analysis (CDA) [18] -a common statistical method in other fields of research, but not common in ATC. However, the direct application of CDA may lead to a singularity problem of the within-class covariance matrix. This results from the higher dimensional space than its sample size. Therefore, we use the dominant principal components to which CDA is applied. We also note that the approach we present in this paper is hardly seen in the ATC literature.
In contrary to our approach, Kim et al [6] studied different algorithms for dimension reduction, which is called Linear Discriminant Analysis/Generalized Singular Value Decomposition (LDA/GSVD) algorithm. However, they could not report some of their experimental results. Because their algorithm on Reuters-21578 data collection ran out of memory while computing the GSVD. The reason is that LDA/GSVD is computationally expensive (see page 49 of their paper).
Unlike the previous works, we use transformed features. Particularly, we improve the classification effectiveness by the use of the relative term frequency with the power transformation (RFPT). In addition, we integrate multiple features using the set union concept, which further improves the classification performance.
Summary and Future Work
This paper proposes an approach called integrated feature analysis (IFA) which improves text classification performance. Instead of considering feature transformations, principal component and discriminant analysis in isolation, IFA integrates them to achieve higher classification performance. It also proposes multiple feature integration (MFI), which takes into consideration features giving better classification performance from the individual method than when integrating them together.
In short, it can be summarized that we have been able to demonstrate the following:-(1) Integrated feature analysis (IFA) improves the classifiers' performance significantly. (2) Integrating the features by MFI gives superior classification performance without the use of a lot of features. (3) The proposed approach reduces the dimensionality drastically. For instance in our experiments, features were reduced from 7474 to 114 with which we observed highest classification performance. (4) The best classification performance (Micro-averaged F 1 = 87.72%) was achieved by canonical discriminants of RFPT integrated with TFIDF.
We have shown that IFA can improve automatic text classification (ATC). The implication of these results is that, IFA can take a great role in getting higher performance without unnecessarily employing sophisticated classification techniques even at lower dimensionality.
The future direction of this work includes extensive experimental evaluation using more textual samples of more categories including other collections and other classifiers. Collections such as OHSUMED, TREC could be used for further experiments. Other classifiers such SVMs remain for future study.
